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Balinese L O N T A R



Catalog (example): Lontar Collection
Museum Bali, Denpasar

Rak I.1

BABAD

1. Babad Brahma Siwa - 07.252/6103

2. Prasasti Ngurah Sidemen - 07.262/5353

3. Mpu Kuturan - 07.256/6162

4. Babad Sukawati - 07.266/6291

5. Babad Bali Pulina - 07.270/6149

6. Babad Brahmana Manuaba - 07.251/6150

7. Prasasti Buleleng - 07.164/6153

8. Usana Bali - 07.269/6289

9. Brahmangsa - 07.158/6152

10. Babad Mayadanawa - 07.257/5381

11. Babad Ularan - 07.267/6363/N

12. Pamancangah Dalem - 07.259/5165/IV.a

13. Babad Mangwi - 07.258/6366

14. Prasasti Pande Capung - 07.260/6361

15. Babad Danghyang Nirarta - 07.255/5971

16. Babad Pasek - 07.268/5951

17. Babad Calonarang - 07.203/6596/N

18. Pamancangah Badung - 07.209/5290

19. Prasasti Dukuh Kedangan - 07.24/01/MB

20. Babad Brahma Cute - 07.250/6362

21. Babad Bandesa Sakti Beng - 07.248/6364

22. Babad Sangging - 07.264/6367

Rak I.2

GAGURITAN

1. Peparikan Lawe - 07.308/6151

2. Peparikan Tantri - 07.278/5164.3

3. Gaguritan Jayaprana - 07.282/6105/N

4. Gaguritan Aji Tatwa Mimit - 07.284/5275

5. Gaguritan Gunawati - 07.280/6108

6. Gaguritan Sasak - 07.283/5284

7. Gaguritan Dewa Manggis - 07.281/5310

8. Gaguritan Sampik - 07.213/3813.3

Rak I.3

KAKAWIN

1. Kakawin Bharatyuddha - 07.17/6058 

2. Bharatyuddha Grantang Basa - 07.19/5862

3. Kakawin Bharatyuddha - 07.16/5635.3

4. Bharatyuddha Kreta Basa - 07.18/5832

5. Kakawin Arjuna Sastrabahu - 07.6/6165

6. Kakawin Harisraya - 07.29/5157.3

7. kakawin Kangsa - 07.32/5830

8. Kakawin Bhomantaka - 07.249/5859

9. Kakawin Sutasoma - 07.48/5858

10. Arjunawiwaha Grantang Basa - 07.7/6030

Rak I.4

KAKAWIN

11. Arjuna Wiwaha - 07.8/5621

12. Arjuna Wiwaha - 07.9/5944

13. Kakawin Bharatayuddha - 07.34.A/5099

14. Kakawin Ariwangsa - 07.5/5547

15. Bharatayuddha Grantang Basa - 07.34/3781

16. Arjuna Wiwaha Grantang Basa - 07.10/5863

17. Kakawin Ramayana - 07.40/5634.3

18. Kakawin Ramayana - 07.41/5634.3

19. Bharatayuddha Grantang Basa - 07.20/5941

20. Arjuna Wiwaha - 07.11/5864

21. Kakawin Ramayana - 07.42

Rak I.5

KAKAWIN

22. Kakawin Bharatayuddha - 07.15/5826

23. Kakawin Ramayana - 07.38/5059/IV/b

24. Kakawin Ramayana - 07.17/5970

25. Kakawin Bhuta Yadnya - 07.24/5822

26. Kakawin Sang Hyang Kala - 07.44/6598

Rak I.6

KIDUNG

12. Kidung Tantri Kamandaka - 07.276/5699

13. Kidung Lawe - 07.60/5052

14. Kidung Pararaton - 07.62/5053

15. Kidung Tantri Kamandaka - 07.275/5545

16. Kidung Prembon Edan Wirangrong - 07.64/5035

17. Kidung Suphala Sidanta - 07.67/6679

18. Kidung Dhamar Wulan - 07.274/5160

Rak II.1

KIDUNG

1. Kidung Rusak Sasak - 07.66/5056

2. Kidung Aji Pasurwan - 07.56/5054

3. Kidung Wijaya Krama - 07.69/5103

4. Kidung Widhari Smara - 07.51/5562

5. Kidung Bagus Umbara - 07.57/5351.2

6. Kidung Cupak - 07.58/5057

7. Kidung Tantri - 07.279/5062.3

8. Kidung Tantri - 07.247/6029

9. Kidung Amad Raden Saputra - 07.279/3814

10. Kidung Arsawijaya - 07.55/5058.3

11. Kidung Panji - 07.142/6062

Rak II.2

MANTRA ASTAWA

1. Utama Japa - 07.158/6470

2. Puja Srawa - 07.145/05/MB

3. Panyapa Brahma Wisnu - 07.131/5958

4. Kusuma Dewa - 07.33/5102

5. Tata Kramaning Pabaktian - 07.299/6467 

6. Ludra Pinggala - 07.148/5956

7. Puja Serawa - 07.144/6072

8. Banyu Awang - 07.107/6589

9. Puja Soha - 07.129/6587

10. Pangaskara Wong Mati - 07.128/5278/I.c

11. Pangembak Mantra - 07.146/5687



Physical Dimension of Lontar

 Normally, in one leaf, there are 4 text lines

 Number of leaf for a collection, example :

 For the collection of Kakawin Ramayana - 07.41/5634.3 = 140 leafs

 For the collection of Kakawin Ramayana - 07.40/5634.3 = 155 leafs



Production Process of Lontar

 Sidemen Village, Region of Karangasem, Bali



Choose the leaves: a little old, 

wide enough, smooth and flat

Production Process of Lontar



Soak in cold water (for 10 days) - the leaves will become a bit soft 

Production Process of Lontar



Boil for 4 hours + ingredients and spices e.g. tea and pepper to prevent bugs

Production Process of Lontar



Dry in the sun for 2/3 days

Production Process of Lontar



Define the size and cut Make three hole markers Tighten and press with wood

Production Process of Lontar



Smoothing the edges of the leaves

Production Process of Lontar



Create lines with carbon to guide the writing

Production Process of Lontar



Tighten and press with wood

Production Process of Lontar



Ready to write 

Production Process of Lontar



Writing Process and the Script



 The writings:

 the ancient literary texts composed in the old Javanese of Kawi and Sanskrit;

http://www.wonderfullbali.com

Lontar are inscribed with a special tool called a pengerupak. It is made up of iron, with its sharp tip in a

triangular shape so it can make inscriptions thick and thin. There are two types of pengerupak, one for

writing and one for drawing. The pengerupak for writing is about 15 in length and 1.5 cm wide, the

pengerupak for drawing is the same length but is only 0.5 to 1 cm wide. There is also a third long type

which is used for cutting rontar leaves.

Script



Ancient palm leaf manuscript is

written on a dried palm leaf using

a kind of small knife, which is then

rubbed with natural dyes

The writings were incised on one (and or both) sides

of the sheet with a sharp knife and the script is

therefore blackened with soot

Lontar are inscribed with a special tool called a

pengerupak. It is made up of iron, with its sharp tip

in a triangular shape so it can make inscriptions thick

and thin.

Writing Process



The Unicode Standard, Version 7.0
Balinese, Range : 1B00 – 1B7F



Motivations and Objectives



Research Problematics :: Very Wide Range ! Pipeline!!

 Digitization

 Ground Truth Dataset Construction

 Document Image Pre-processing

 Binarization

 Segmentation/Localization/Detection
 Physical : Text Area, Paragraph, Figure/Diagram/Logo/Letterine/Prasi Lontar, Textline, 

Word, Character/Glyph, Tabel

 Semantic : Header/Footer, Footnote, Formula/Equation, Title, Comic components

 Recognition
 Text :  Textline, Word, Character/Glyph, Formula/Equation

 Image : Figure/Diagram/Logo/Letterine, Shape and Curve, Prasi Lontar

 Identification : Script, Writer

 Transliteration + Post Transliteration Correction

 Word Spotting

 Document Indexation/Retrieval

P
r

o
c

e
s

s
i

n
g

S
e

q
u

e
n

c
e



Challenges
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Challenges :: Digitization

 Size of Lontar

 Lontar pages packaging

 Fragility of Lontar material

 Sacred collection and location
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Solution :: Digitization :: Corpus Collection
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Solution :: Digitization Support



Camera model : Canon EOS 5D Mark III

F-stop : f/22 (diafragma)

Exposure time : 1/50 sec

ISO speed : ISO-6400

Focal length : 70 mm

Flash : On - 1/64

Additional light : White Neon 50 cm 20 watt

Distance to object : 76 cm

Length object (manuscript) : +/- 50 cm

Focus : Quick mode - Auto selection On

Sensor size : 36x24 mm

Solution :: Digitization :: Image Standardization



Solution :: Digitization Process



Solution :: Digitization Process :: Image Samples



Protocol 1 : 
Sample Images of Manuscript from Museum Bali



Protocol 1 : 
Sample Images of Manuscript from Jagaraga



Protocol 1 : 
Sample Images of Manuscript from Jagaraga



Protocol 1 : 
Sample Images of Manuscript from Bangli



Protocol 1 : 
Sample Images of Manuscript from Rendang



Summary Corpus Collection



Protocol 2 : Transliteration of Manuscripts

Bangli-P39

- Buik julang, ijo asuh, ta. Biing kuning rarajah soring tegil, ja, biing putih rarajah, ta. Biing kuning raraja

- H jarijinia, ja, nga, biing nyelem, ta. Biing jenar, ta. Biing jenar rarajah, ja, ijo jenar rarajah tuk muhmuh, tekaning putih

- Tulus, sabiru, wangkas biru, klau biru, ta. Biinga ijo, ja, putih tulus, putih siungan

- Ta. Biing bang karna, ja, buik kuning, ta. Biing gadang cucuk cemeng, ja, srawah putih, ta. Biing nyelem biing gadang



IIIB-45-2296-P7

- Nto cai resepang apang pasti, di keneh yen suba anut  ban cai ngonek sastra, pasang sutra keras ento masih tuptup, kalih munyining pidartane madan pidarta munyi. Sastra soroh matunggalan,

- Munyi tunggal mawa ada wuwuhin, nyan pidarta sangkan payu, dadi anto kaucap, di madune da dantia munyine patuh, ada len buin kaucap, sa dantia munyinya tunggil. Lan ta 

- Lawia samurda, sok len sambat masih mamunyi tunggil, ta lati ta dantia patuh, masih teke talawia. Ada len to macelek suku kembung masih mawak talawia, tunggal munyinya wia

- Kti. Puh Durma. Ga gora ga dantia, mamunyi tunggal, na dantiane tekening ne madan na rambat, tunggal masih munyinya pe palane tunggal munyi teken pa dantia,

MB-TaruPramana-P4

- Kadi titiang. Ngandika sang prabhu. Kene iba bingin, wireh awake dadi baleen, tan sida nyegerang jani,

- Makeneh nyekenang teken I kayu niri niri. Apa gunannyane, muang dadi anggon uba

- D apa. I taru bingin mapamit. Sang prabhu empu kuturan malih ngarad. Raris rauh wit kasela gui, sasampu

- Ne tinakenan annuli matur. Titiang mawasta kasela gui, daging titiange tis, dadong anggen tamba lolo

Protocol 2 : Transliteration of Manuscripts



Scheme :: Ground Truth Dataset Construction



Protocol :: Ground Truth Dataset Construction

Ground Truthers:

 70 students of Informatics

 10 students of Balinese

Litterature

 2 Balinese philologists

Tools:

 PixLabeler for Binarization

 Aletheia for Word

Annotation

 Developed a Web-based

interface for Glyph

Annotation

 Text Editor for Text

Transliteration
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Process :: Ground Truth Dataset Construction



Protocol 3 : Ground Truth Creation
Binarized Image Dataset

Tool : PixLabeler

[E. Saund, J. Lin, and P. Sarkar, “PixLabeler: User Interface for Pixel-Level Labeling of Elements in Document Images,” presented at the ICDAR ’09. 10th International Conference on 

Document Analysis and Recognition, 2009, pp. 646–650]



Result : Estimated Ground Truth of A Nondegraded 
Palm Leaf Manuscript Image



Result : Estimated Ground Truth of A Degraded Palm
Leaf Manuscript Image

Ground truth image constructed without any constraint of initial binarized image

Skeletonized Ground Truth – Manual Corrected



Result : Estimated Ground Truth of A Degraded Palm
Leaf Manuscript Image



Ground Truth Binarized Image Variability



Protocol 4 : Ground Truth Creation
Word Annotated Image Dataset



Protocol 4: Ground Truth Creation
Word Annotated Image Dataset



Data: Word Annotated Image Dataset



Protocol 5 : Ground Truth Creation
Character Annotated Image Dataset



Web Dataset for Palm Leaf Manuscript Images





AMADI_LontarSet : 
The first handwritten balinese Palm Leaf 

Manuscripts dataset
- ICFHR 2016 Competition on the Analysis of Handwritten Text in Images of Balinese Palm Leaf 

Manuscripts

- ICFHR 2018 Competition On Document Image Analysis Tasks for Southeast Asian Palm Leaf 

Manuscripts

Publicly available for scientific use on: 

http://amadi.univ-lr.fr/ICFHR2016_Contest/

http://amadi.univ-lr.fr/ICDAR2017_Competition/

http://amadi.univ-lr.fr/ICFHR2018_Contest/

Made Windu Antara Kesiman, Jean-Christophe Burie, Jean-Marc Ogier, Gusti Ngurah Made Agus Wibawantara, I Made Gede Sunarya. AMADI_LontarSet: The First Handwritten Balinese Palm Leaf Manuscripts Dataset

15th International Conference on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition 2016, Oct 2016, Shenzhen, China, pp.168-172. <10.1109/ICFHR.2016.39>



Problem Identification on Balinese Palm Leaf 
Manuscript Images

 artifacts due to aging, foxing, yellowing, marks of strain, local shading effects

 low intensity variations, low/poor contrast

 random noises, nonstationary and correlated noises



Problem Identification on Balinese Palm Leaf 
Manuscript Images (2)

 discoloured document, fading, variance of gray levels within object and the background

 the merges, fractures and other deformations in the character shapes

 use of non standard fonts



Problem Identification on Balinese Palm Leaf 
Manuscript Images (3)

 varying kerning (space between letters)

 varying leading (space between lines)

 Scanning errors and resolution, problems due to the conversion to digital image



Challenges :: Technical Tasks
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Challenges :: Binarization
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Challenges :: Textline/Glyph Segmentation
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Challenges :: Textline/Glyph Segmentation



Challenges :: Complexity of Balinese Script



Challenges :: Complexity of Balinese Script



Challenges :: Alignment of Balinese Script



For Balinese script transliteration, there are many : 

 Vertical Glyph Arrangement vs Horizontal Character alignments

 Alignment many-to-many

Challenges :: Alignment of Balinese Script



Challenges :: Character/Glyph Recognition



Model Classifier

Challenges :: Character/Glyph Recognition



Visual analysis of character appearance



Visual analysis of character appearance



Visual analysis of correlation

‘Ba Kembang’

‘Da’



‘A Kara’

‘Sa’

Visual analysis of correlation



‘Suku Kembung’

‘Nania’

Visual analysis of correlation



‘Na’

‘Ka’

Visual analysis of correlation



Visual analysis of 
correlation

• Ba Kembang – Da

• A Kara – Sa

• Ba – A

• Nga – Da

• Da – Na

• Pepet - A

• Na Rambat – A

• Ga – Ba



Statistical correlation 
between characters

Correlation >= 20% :



Size of ‘Adeg-Adeg’ ?
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Challenges :: Word/Text Recognition/Transliteration



Challenges :: Word/Text Recognition/Transliteration

















Alphabet / Dictionary for Glyph Category

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<BIBLIOGRAPHY>
<OBJECT>

<CLASS>
<LEVEL>Level1</LEVEL> <NAME>TALENG</NAME>
<LEVEL>Level2</LEVEL> <NAME>VOC</NAME>
<LEVEL>Level3</LEVEL> <NAME>BASE-DESC</NAME>

</CLASS>
<PARAMETER>id</PARAMETER> <VALUE>1</VALUE>
<PARAMETER>sound</PARAMETER> <VALUE>E</VALUE>
<PARAMETER>end</PARAMETER> <VALUE>*</VALUE>
<PARAMETER>split</PARAMETER> <VALUE>*</VALUE>

</OBJECT>

<OBJECT>
<CLASS>

<LEVEL>Level1</LEVEL> <NAME>NA</NAME>
<LEVEL>Level2</LEVEL> <NAME>CON</NAME>
<LEVEL>Level3</LEVEL> <NAME>BASE</NAME>

</CLASS>
<PARAMETER>id</PARAMETER> <VALUE>2</VALUE>
<PARAMETER>sound</PARAMETER> <VALUE>N</VALUE>
<PARAMETER>end</PARAMETER> <VALUE>A</VALUE>
<PARAMETER>split</PARAMETER> <VALUE>*</VALUE>

</OBJECT>
......

</BIBLIOGRAPHY>

Level1 : Name of the glyph

Level2 : VOC, CON, GEM, GAN, NUM, PUN

Level3 : SPATIAL Information of the glyph 

(ASC, ASC-BASE,BASE,BASE-DESC,DESC,ASC-BASE-DESC)

Id : class number of the glyph

Sound : root sound of the glyph

End : end sound of the glyph

Split : compound sound of the compound glyph









• Example : 

• “The CONSONANT can apply the rule of 

TALENG and/or TEDONG if his next is not a 
GEMPELAN. If his next is a GEMPELAN, than 
the rule of TALENG and/or TEDONG will be 
applied for that next GEMPELAN. 
Meanwhile, the GEMPELAN can take into 
account the rule of TALENG and/or TEDONG 
if and only if TALENG can be found in the two 

previous position of this GEMPELAN.”

Grammatical Rules

Defined 34 grammatical rules



Grammatical Rules





Original code : https://www.epfl.ch/labs/ivrl/research/handwriting-recognition/text-line-extraction/







Evaluation of Glyph Segmentation and Glyph 
Recognition

Ground Truth Glyph Segments

Result of Glyph Segments



Evaluation of Glyph Segmentation and Glyph 
Recognition

Correct Overlapped Glyph Segments

Uncorrect Glyph Segments



















Checking Validation

White Box : Valid

Yellow Box : 2 Options

Blue Box : 3 Options



OCR Result and Data Representation















Towards Word Spotting System .....



Word Spotting Challenges
 One leaf = 2 pages

 One page = 4 text lines

 Number of leafs in one collection, example :

 Collection of Kakawin Ramayana -

07.41/5634.3 = 140 leaves

 Collection of Kakawin Ramayana -

07.40/5634.3 = 155 leaves

 The segmentation-based word spotting:

 not trivial to be applied

 no spaces between each word.

 the use of ascender, descender and conjunct form: it can be written jointly with the previous word.

 The segmentation-free word spotting method:

to extract all possible word patches in the manuscript pages: Offline Patch Images Extraction 

to detect and to separate possible text area from the textured image of palm leaf

 cover all text areas in manuscript page

 spot as close as possible all words in manuscript

to reduce the amount of processing time, 

to ignore many false patch image positions: non text area and the area between the unstraight textlines. 

In this paper, we present our proposed segmentation-free word spotting method for the Balinese palm leaf manuscripts.





Visual Word
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Three main sub schemes: 

 the offline patch images extraction process, 

 the feature extraction method, and 

 the patch ranking scheme.

Proposed Scheme : 
Global Workflow of Word Spotting Scheme
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Challenges in Word Patch Extraction

o to detect the text area of the degraded image of Lontar with many different text layouts

 only full text, contain graphics with large blank area, the text is written in table-like format

o to cover all text area: optimally avoiding the blank area 

o to reduce the possible number of word patches: less number of extracted word patches, the word spotting system will perform faster

o the text lines are not always written in straight position from left to right



Offline Patch Images Extraction Process
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Gabor filter composition: (a) 2D sinusoid oriented at 30◦with the x-axis,

(b) a Gaussian kernel, (c) the corresponding Gabor filter. Notice how

the sinusoid becomes spatially localized.

Example of Gabor filters with differentfrequencies and

orientations. First column showstheir 3D plots and the second

one, the intensity plotsof their amplitude along the image plane.

Gabor Filters
Prasad, V.S., & Domke, J. (2005). Gabor Filter Visualization.

Lontar:

 The writing: shows the spatial texture informations.

 The different writers: different frequencies and

orientations of the textures.

Gabor filter:

 Modulation between sinusoid and Gaussian filter.

 A texture filter with many orientations and
frequencies

 Bank of Gabor filters : orientation, wavelength,

aspect ratio and bandwidth

 Provide initial information about the existence of 

textures in the document. 

 Detect the preliminary informations about text and 

non text area on Lontar.



Gabor-filtered Images

Six Gabor-filtered images of a manuscript page

 Six different orientations:

0o, 45o, 135o, 180o, 225o, and 315o.

 Wavelength: 8,

 Aspect ratio: 0.5,

 Bandwidth: 1.

The result of six Gabor-filtered images

will be joined (with a simple image

addition operation) to produce one

grayscale Gabor image.
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The binary mask image for the adaptive sliding patch algorithm

Next step: Binarization with the global Otsu's : a binary mask image for the adaptive sliding patch algorithm.

The Binary Mask Image
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To optimally extract the image patches only in the text line area of the Gabor filtered 

images

The algorithm :

1. A sliding patch of size 125 (height) x 300 (width) pixels will be moved (from left to right with 100

pixels step and up to down with 50 pixels step)

 Will be spotted many patch images in manuscript page.

2. On each spotted patch position :

 calculate the ratio (R) of the number of white pixels (text) and the total number of pixels in
patch image.

 calculate the number of white pixels (text ) only in upper (U), middle (M) and lower (U) part

of the patch image.

3. A conditional rule is then applied :

 whether this patch image contains a significant number of text area (when R>0.1)

 and a good centered-spotting position on the manuscript (when M>U and M>L).

4. If the condition is met : save the patch image position.

5. Otherwise : move the sliding patch 2 pixels in a lower vertical position repetitively until the 

condition is met.

 It should be noted that during this repetitive patch searching in vertical position, the 

horizontal position of the patch is kept.

Optimized Sliding Window Algorithm
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Examples of text patch

area extraction from the

manuscript pages

Experimental 
Results

 The combination of Gabor filter with the optimized sliding window algorithm is effectively able to detect and to extract 

image patches from the text area of the Balinese palm leaf manuscripts

 This procedure is well adapted to cope with the unstraight text line in manuscript.
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Some examples of the extracted patch images from a manuscript page
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Feature Extraction Method

64 Gabor filters + seven different Zoning methods.

A patch image: 

 Preprocessed by resizing into 100 x 200 pixels. 

 64 different combinations of Gabor filter parameters 

 0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o, 225o, 270o, and 315o for the orientation, 

 4 and 8 for the wavelength, 

 0.5 and 0.9 for the aspect ratio, and 

 0.5 and 1 for the bandwidth. 

 Global Otsu’s binarization method. 

 Seven Zoning methods: (distance between zone area is 50 pixels) 

 vertical, horizontal, block, left diagonal, 

 right diagonal, radial and circular

 Feature value: ratio of the number of white pixels (text) and the total 

number of pixels in zoning area

 Produce the total of 2,240 feature dimensions for each patch image.

The different Zoning methods
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Patch Ranking Scheme

manuscript page A manuscript page B

patches feature and 

LSI parameters for 

manuscript page A

patches feature and 

LSI parameters for 

manuscript page B

query patch 

features

Final query 

patch feature 

LSI with page A

Final query 

patch feature 

LSI with page B

query patch

Euclidean 

distance

Euclidean 

distance

Top-N rank 

from page A

Top-N rank 

from page B

Joined 2*N 

patches from 

page A and B

LSI 

parameters 

for joined 

patch images

Final query patch 

feature LSI with 

joined patch images

Euclidean 

distance

rank for 

final results

We are not directly rank the similarity (or it can be the dissimilarity) between the

query patch features and the patch image features all together. However, we first

rank the patch image features page per page.

The original patch image feature values and the original query patch feature values

will be mapped into new feature values with new feature dimensions by using the

Latent Semantic Indexing concept with Single Value Decomposition [9].

In the first LSI step, the feature dimensions will be reduced depending on the

number of patches in each manuscript page (0.5*nb_patch). And in the second LSI

step, the feature dimensions will be reduced depending on the number of pages in

all manuscript collections (nb_page).
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Experiments and Results: Dataset and Evaluation
A published dataset of AMADI_LontarSet [10]:

 Already proposed for word spotting challenge in ICFHR 2016 competition [6].

 For query-by-example word spotting dataset, it consists of 100 manuscript pages and 36 query patch images for test and

evaluation.

 Two evaluation measures: mean Recall (mR) and mean average Precision (maP) [1], [5], [9], [11]. 

 Based on the number of relevant patch spotting area from the spotting results. 

 A relevant spotting area: overlapped in more than 30% patch area and the height and width of the spotting patch area are not twice bigger than the height and 

width of the ground truth patch area.
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Experiments and Results
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Experiments and Results

“wangkas”
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Experiments and Results

1. Achieve a high Recall value for longer query words.

2. This finding can be very useful to define an optimal patch size in patch extraction

algorithm for the futur works.

3. The intra-similarity between patches from the same manuscript page is stronger

than the intra-similarity between patches from the same query word image.

4. Our proposed patch ranking scheme is able to rank hierarchically all patches from

the same page, but still shows low performance in ranking the patches from

different pages. It makes the mean average Precision (maP) values are low.



Thank you
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https://research.undiksha.ac.id/vvip-rg/


